
KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER: Changes in Crime and Punishment c.1500 to the present day (Unit 3) 

KQ1:  What have been the main causes of crime over time?

The Tudor period

The Tudor period was a time of great economic, social and political 
change.  
Economic change brought disruption: 
• A growing population made it harder to find work and put 

pressure on food supplies. This was especially the case after bad 
harvests.

• Rising inflation also contributed to higher food prices.
• Landowners increased rents and poorer tenants could not afford 

them.
• The dissolution of the monasteries by Henry VIII put many 

people out of work.
• Enclosure of land for sheep required fewer labourers.
• Periodic slumps in the cloth industry cost workers their jobs.

The number of poor, unemployed people increased. Many left their 
villages in search for work and became vagrants. Some turned to 
crime e.g., theft. Opposition to enclosure  was a cause of Kett’s 
rebellion in 1549.
There were frequent changes in religion. Subjects who refused to 
follow the religion of the monarch were guilty of heresy (and if this 
was accompanied by criticism of the king or queen it might also be 
classed as treason).
• Henry VIII’s break with Rome led to new treason laws e.g., the 

leaders of the Pilgrimage of Grace were executed for treason.
• Under Mary Tudor heresy became a serious offence and over 

250 heretics were burned at the stake, including Archbishop 
Cranmer. 

• Elizabeth also had to deal with plots and rebellions, e.g., Mary, 
Queen of Scots.

Other factors also played a part:
• the growing size of towns made policing more difficult.
• rebellions caused instability, e.g., the activities of the Yorkist 

pretenders Lambert Simnel and Perkin Warbeck,  and the Essex 
Rebellion in 1601.

Industrialisation and urbanisation in the 18th and 19th centuries

The 18th and 19th centuries saw rapid population growth.  Existing 
towns increased in size and new ones like Manchester and Merthyr 
Tydfil developed rapidly. This increased opportunities for crime, 
which was often linked to poverty and unemployment. The end of 
the Napoleonic Wars in 1815 saw great hardship as the economy 
struggled to get back to normal after the war.

• Urban areas were overcrowded and full of disease. There was 
little planning. Many people lived in back-to-back houses with 
open sewers and rubbish-strewn streets. In hard times many 
people resorted to crime.  Alcohol was cheap and easy to obtain 
so drink-related crime was commonplace.

• In new towns, unlike in farming villages, people tended not to 
know many of their neighbours; as a result, it was easier to get 
away with crime. Many criminals (including children) lived in 
rookeries whose narrow winding streets and alleyways made life 
easy for criminals. Policing was ineffective.

• Periods of unemployment or loss of work due to accidents were 
frequent, so destitute families stole to survive. Due to the low 
life expectancy, many fathers died young and so orphans were 
common in industrial towns. Orphans often turned to crime to 
survive.

• Workers had no political rights and so had no legal way to 
change their living and working conditions. Even joining a trade 
union was a criminal offence e.g., the Tolpuddle martyrs. Violent 
protest was not uncommon e.g., the Merthyr rising in 1831 and 
the Newport rising in 1838.

Poverty was also widespread in rural areas.
• Rural workers worked long hours for low wages.
• The introduction of new technology, e.g., steam-powered 

threshing machines, led to loss of jobs. Rural areas also saw 
violent protests e.g., the Swing Riots 1830-31.

The 20th and 21st centuries

The 20th century brought rapid technological change. Criminals have 
used new technology to commit crimes – either variants of existing 
crime or new crimes altogether.  

Car crime increased as car ownership became more widespread: 
• Laws have been introduced to make driving safer. Most car crimes 

are committed by drivers who are otherwise usually law-abiding 
eg. speeding,  drunk-driving,  driving without insurance etc. There 
are now over 1 million car-related crimes every year, making it the 
biggest category of crime by far.

• Cars have also been used by criminals to commit offences. e.g., 
as getaway vehicles or in ram-raids.  More recently they have been 
used by terrorists to kill people. Crimes are committed on cars 
e.g., car theft or the theft of personal property left inside cars.

The invention of computers has also provided criminals with new 
opportunities.
• Computers have created new crimes like phishing and other 

scams to defraud people of money. Criminals have exploited 
weaknesses in online security to commit credit card and identity 
theft. This can be done remotely, often from other countries, and 
to thousands of individuals simultaneously.

• Computers (and social media) have increased the threat to certain 
individuals e.g., vulnerable children targeted by paedophiles or 
anonymous personal attacks on social media because of religion 
or race etc.

Criminal gangs and terrorist organisations have also made use of 
the computer and internet, hacking companies and organisations 
(such as the NHS) and targeting them with ransomware. Terrorist 
organisations have launched cyberattacks against governments or 
organisations they dislike. 

Other causes of crime include football hooliganism, drug-related 
crime and more recently knife crime. Often these involve gangs in 
one way or another.

WELSH EXAMPLE :
Wales did not experience any major rebellions. However, it did have 
a reputation for lawlessness eg. cattle theft, often encouraged by the 
marcher lords, who were supposed to keep order but often profited 
from the crimes.
Religious change also affected Wales. Rawlins White, a Cardiff 
fisherman, was burned in 1555 for refusing to give up his protestant 
faith.  In Elizabeth’s reign, the catholic, Richard Gwyn, was executed 
in Wrexham for refusing to accept her as Head of the Church. John 
Penry, a puritan preacher, was also executed for heresy.

WELSH EXAMPLE : 
In the early 19th century Merthyr was the largest town in Wales. 
Houses had been built rapidly and living conditions were appalling. 
Not surprisingly Merthyr had a reputation for crime. Its poor working 
and living conditions were a major reason for the Merthyr Rising in 
1831. Wales also experienced violent rural protest. The Rebecca riots 
1839-43 were protests against the toll gates, but also about rising 
rents, payment of tithes and general rural poverty.
 

WELSH EXAMPLE :  
Wales experienced a number of political disturbances during the 20th 
century. In 1911, strikes by railwaymen in Llanelli and by miners in 
Tonypandy both ended in riots. There were also serious disturbances 
during the miners’ strike of 1984-5.  Criminal acts have also been 
committed in support of the Welsh language and culture, e.g., the 
burning of second homes in Wales in the 1980s and 90s.  
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